GUIDELINES FOR ONLINE CHOICE ENTRY
After publication of the Rank list, the schedule for payment of initial deposit for eligible TNEA
applicants based on Rank, the schedule for Choice Entry will be published in the TNEA portal. The choice
entry is the process in which the eligible applicants submit their choices of college and branch in strict
preferential order. The process of choice entry starts with payment of initial deposit. Once you make the
required payment for initial deposit of Rs. 5000/- or Rs. 1000/- as the case may be, you are eligible for
Choice entry. Payment can be made through Payment Gateway or through DD. If it is DD, then the DD
should be drawn in favour of “The Secretary, TNEA”, payable at Chennai and payment should be
made only through any of the TFCs. If you go to the TNEA website by entering ‘www.tnea.ac.in’, you will
see the following screen. Depending on the time of your entry, content of the screen may vary, but login
stays.

Once you login, you will see your Dashboard as shown below. You will see the details that you have
registered in your application. Also the procedure to enter your choices. On the left, the various steps to
be completed are shown; those that have been completed are in Green colour, the steps which are in
progress will be indicated in Orange colour and those which are yet to commence or to be completed are
indicated in grey colour.
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In the middle portion, your personal details as registered by you, your academic details, TNEA
information, your application No., rank, your scholarship information etc., are displayed. On the right
hand portion, the schedule of the choice entry operations is given for your information. At the bottom of
the page, the procedure for exercising the options and allotment are detailed.
On the left portion of the screen in the quick links, which indicate various actions to be completed, in
which the current activity, Make Payment is orange, and all others are grey. Click on to Make Payment.
You will be navigated to Payment Gateway. As said already, if it is DD payment, you have to do it only at
TFC. Once payment is successful, you have to login again. You will see the following Screen, in which
Payment is green and Choice Entry and Choice lock are orange in colour and other activities are grey.
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Now, you have very important decisions to make. Choice is a seat in a branch in an institution,
You should properly decide on what seat you will get, based on your rank and community. You may refer
to previous year’s ranking and allotment in various colleges which are available in TNEA web portal. If
you prepare a list of choices in the order of preference, it will be useful to enter the choices in the order
preference correctly and quickly. A write-up on “How to Prepare Choice List” (Guidelines for
preparation of choice list) and data sheet for Choice preparation can be downloaded from
TNEA website.
The TNEA seat allotment process comprises of different stages namely
1. Choice Entry and locking of choices (3 days, 3rd day till 5.00 p.m.)
2. Submission of Allotment Options after tentative allotment (2 days, 2nd day till 5.00 p.m.)
3. Confirmation of tentative allotment
4. Downloading and printing of Final allotment if allotted.
All the above four processes can be completed from anywhere, from your home if you have
facility or you can avail the facility of TFC.
The entire process will be completed in five days, but you have do it in three stages as mentioned above.
1. CHOICE ENTRY AND LOCKING OF CHOICES
On the Dash Board Screen, on the top Navigation Bar, you would see ADD CHOICES. Using this you
can create a list of your choice of branches and colleges. Choice is a branch in an institution. This choice
list should finally be in the order of your preference. Click on this, you will get the following options:
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Add by College Code
Add by College Name
Add by Branch Name
Add by District
If you choose on ‘Add by College code’ you will see the following screen. The left side panel will show the
applicant’s choice list. The figure below shows an empty list in the right side panel for an applicant.

If you have an already prepared the data sheet for list of choices then the choice entry process is very
simple in this approach. Your list will have Choice No., College Code and Branch Code.
Just below the title ADD CHOICE BY COLLEGE CODE, in the space provided, you can type the
college code number. You can add your choices by entering the college code from your already prepared
data sheet in the order of your preference. As you start entering the code number, the college codes with
college name and address will appear. Check for the correct code, Name of the college, and location of
the college. Click on to the college chosen, you will see the branches that are being offered in that
institution, community-wise vacancy, year of starting of that branch in the college and whether the
programme is accredited by NBA, as shown below:
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Select the required branch on the left-hand side circle and choose. It will be selected. If there is
no vacancy in that branch in your community in that college when you choose, then the system itself will
not accept that. In that case you leave that and enter next choice. Then move the cursor to the bottom
“ADD AS CHOICE #” and click. This new choice will be added to the list. This will automatically add your
choice number based on the order in which you have added the choices. If you have already added a
few choices, the new addition will be appended to the list. You can add any number of choices to your
list of choices and they will be listed in the left side panel of your screen.
As you choose a new option, this can be put in your desired order, by choosing and entering the
choice no. in the place given as “MAKE AS CHOICE # “ and then clicking at “MAKE AS CHOICE #”. This
will insert this new choice as the choice number you have entered in the list and rest of the choices in the
list will be automatically reordered accordingly. In your choice list, you can delete any choice you have
already chosen, by clicking at

in the selected list.

You can also select an institution by entering college name. If you click at ADD Choices, as said
earlier, you will have the four options displayed as said above. Now click on “Add by college Name”, you
would see “Add by College Name” tab. In the place start entering the college name. You may type part of
college name, you will see names of many institutions that partly match your string that will appear as
shown below:
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There could be colleges’ in similar names. Choose the correct name you wanted, verify the college code
and address. Click on “SELECT” of the desired college. It will show the branches and vacancies available
in that college.
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Select the branch and then click at either “ADD AS CHOICE #, which will get added to your list, or you
can also insert this choice within the already chosen list by typing your Choice no. against “MAKE AS
CHOICE #” and clicking on that. (When you select the branch, if there are no vacancies in that branch,
then it is a futile exercise and hence the system itself will not allow you to select it. Then go for your next
choice.)
You can also search by Branch name. On the top tab of the screen if you click on ADD CHOICES,
you will get the four options, click on “Add by Branch Name” and in the place provided, type the branch
name.

Here you can type the branch name. While you start typing, the Branch name starting with that
string will appear and you can select the correct one. You will get a large list of institutions which are
offering the branch. You may choose the institution; or, just below the Branch name another helping tab
will indicate to type, name of the institution, or place of the institution, or the Pin code of the institution,
so as to select the correct institution you wanted. You can also select the institution from the list by
pulling down the district and selecting it. Click on ‘SELECT’ for the desired institution, it will show the
details of branches and you can add to the list or make that as your specific choice no. as already
described. (When you select the branch, if there are no vacancies in that branch, then it is a futile
exercise and hence the system itself will not allow you to select it. Then go for your next choice.)
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A similar procedure can be adopted if you want the institutions to be searched by District name.
As said above, click on ‘ADD CHOICES”, select “Add by District”, select the district from a dropdown list
displaying all the districts and you can choose the desired district. Then the list of colleges in that district
will be displayed.
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You may choose the correct college and the branch you wanted and either ADD to the list or insert as
CHOICE #, as already explained. [PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU CHOOSE THE CORRECT
INSTITUTION. FOR EXAMPLE, IF YOU THINK OF MIT, ANNA UNIVERSITY, IS NOT IN
CHENNAI DISTRICT BUT IS IN KANCHEEPURAM DISTRICT. SIMILARLY, COLLEGE NAMES
MAY LOOK SIMILAR; YOU HAVE TO CHOOSE THE CORRECT ONE.]
Following the procedure, you can add any number of choices in your list. But make
sure that the choices and the order of choices to have some correspondence with your rank
and community. You may also refer to previous year cut off marks (Ranks) for your choice.
The correct choice you make will give the desired result.
You can save these and modify the choices till the scheduled time and lock your choices before
the said time.

You can modify your choices by deleting, moving up by a place, interchanging the

adjacent choices or making a particular choice as a desired choice number etc.
You may now login and go to the Dash Board. On the dashboard, click in ‘MY CHOICES’. You will
get the following Screen:
In this screen you can shift any choice up by one order by clicking the movement symbol on
the selected choice. Let us assume that you want make choice 4 as 3. Click on the movement symbol
(arrow) of choice 4.
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You will get a response as below:

If you click on yes, the choices will be interchanged as shown in the following screen.

This goes up to a higher preference and previous higher preference will be interchanged with this.
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In the same way, you can also modify any of the following changes for a particular choice. Go to
that choice and click on the edit symbol of that choice. You will see the following Screen with different
options for the choice, Choice No. 4.

You can edit/update the following;
1. Delete that choice
2. Change the Branch within the same college
3. Change the Choice order
4. Interchange choices
If you want to change the branch in that college with the same choice number, click on “Change
Branch”; it will show all the branches available in the college. Click on select for the particular branch.
Branch for the same choice will be updated once you click on “Confirm and update”.
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If you want to delete any of the choices permanently, click on edit symbol of your choice number.
Click on “Delete Choice” and then click on confirm. This choice will be permanently deleted from the list.
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If you want to change the choice number of already selected choice, click on “Change Choice
Number”, enter the number as your preferred choice and confirm. Automatically, all the choices below
this number will be shifted down.
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If you want this selected choice to be interchanged with any other choice, click on “Interchange
Choices” and enter the choice number with which you want the selected choice to be interchanged and
confirm. The two choices will get interchanged.
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If you want to move out of editing mode for the current choice, click on the edit icon again.
Include as many choices as you can. Larger the list, it is better.
After filling as many choices as you can, and after editing as per your wish and if you have completely
satisfied, you can put a tick on the box shown at the bottom of the screen and lock your choices. Once
you lock it you cannot change your choices again.
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I have completed adding my preferential choice and hence lock my choices and click “LOCK MY
CHOICES”
You will see the following screen.

You can download your final choice list in your system or send it to the registered email, by clicking
appropriately on the tab provided. Click on “Send OTP”. OTP will be sent to the registered mobile and
registered email, then enter the received OTP in the space provided for that and click “CONFIRM LOCK”.
Once locked, you cannot change your options. Remember, even if you have not locked your
choices before the specified time, the system will lock your choices at the scheduled time.
Your locked choices that you have downloaded or received through email will be like the one
shown below:
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2. TENTATIVE ALLOTMENT AND OPTIONS
Once you have locked your choices, tentative allotment will be made based on your Rank, your
choice and your Community reservation. After the tentative allotment is over, you are allowed to
login and see your allotment. There could be three possibilities:
i)

Your First Choice is allotted

ii)

Some other lower choice is allotted as per your rank and community

iii)

Seat not allotted

If your first choice is allotted, it is fine; you can accept. But if you feel you made mistake in your choices
earlier and want to come for next round of counselling (Choice Entry), or you don’t want Engineering
admission, you may quit counselling. If you have been allotted your first choice, the options will be
shown in the screen as given below:

You can choose your option.
If your first choice was not allotted and if you were tentatively allotted second or any other choice, you
have five options as given in the screen shown below:
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You may choose your option appropriately.
If you are not allotted any choice that you have asked for, then you will have three options given
in the screen as shown below:
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You may choose any one of the options as already explained above, tick the declaration and click on “I
AGREE”.
Whatever be the one of the three cases of temporary allotment, the next screen will ask for confirmation
(say, First choice allotted).

You click on ‘I AGREE’ and click on “SEND OTP”. You will get your OTP in your mobile and enter this in
the place mentioned as “Enter the high Security Password received in your mobile” and click on
“CONFIRM”. Your confirmation will be accepted and shown as below:
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3.

Final Allotment
Now you have to wait for final allotment at scheduled time and login again. You will see the

allotment as below if allotted and based on the option you have provided:

You can download your allotment order by clicking on at “DOWNLOAD”. You will get the
allotment order, as shown below.
Every time you want to leave the system, may it be Choice Entry, editing of choices or
confirming of temporary allotments, please logout by clicking on ‘LOG OUT’, shown in the
action bar on top of the screen.
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The allotment order will also have a receipt for the initial fee paid. You can take the above
allotment order and get admitted to the college allotted.
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